IFS individual tickets are $7 for general admission, $6 with CU-Boulder student ID, and $6 for seniors. Individual tickets are available only at the door. No advance sales.

Festival passes (provides admission to all festival films at CU and parking validation at the Euclid Auto-Park garage) are $25. Passes are available at all IFS film screenings and at Absolute Vinyl Record and Stereo at 5360 Arapahoe Avenue, Boulder, CO.

For more information on the IFS, including parking information and directions, please refer to www.internationalfilmseries.com

BOULDER PUBLIC LIBRARY, MAIN BRANCH
The Cinema Program of the Boulder Public Library, Main Branch, is held at the Canyon Theater (1000 Canyon Blvd., Boulder, CO). For more information, please refer to www.bplnow.boulderlibrary.org/event/movies.

MUENZINGER AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT BOULDER
The International Film Series (IFS) will host all festival films from Oct. 11-13 at Muenzinger Auditorium on the CU-Boulder campus. Muenzinger Auditorium is located immediately West of Folsom Stadium.
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Judy Whitfield
Kate Rosato
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Kellie Masterson
Laura Bloom
Laura Stinson
Lawrie Wilson
Linda Stonerock
Luther Green
Mala Kavuluri
Manisha Pandit
Mariceta Rose Bialek
Marty Mapes

Meena Raghavan
Megan Bucholz
Mia Tarduno
Mimi Yanus
Morgan Schreiber
Pam Constantine
Patrick Taylor
Pumpkin Yang
Shivani Dixit
Vicki Alexis Gensen
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5 DAYS. 7 FILMS.
4 SOMMELIERS. 1 WINE TASTING. LOTS OF HUMMUS.

Presented by

WITH ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FROM
SUPERIOR LIQUOR www.superiorliquor.com

THANK YOU!
Many thanks to all of our SPONSORS, to LAWRIE WILSON, and to all of our VOLUNTEERS who have donated their labor to help make the festival possible.

OCTOBER 9-13, 2013
5 DAYS. 7 FILMS.
4 SOMMELIERS. 1 WINE TASTING. LOTS OF HUMMUS.

www.chow-down.com
**FILMS**

**IFS FOOD FILM FESTIVAL**

All films except for *Garlic is as Good as Ten Mothers* will screen at Muenzinger Auditorium on the University of Colorado at Boulder campus.

**Garlic is as Good as Ten Mothers**

10.09.13

Wednesday, 6:30pm

This film will be a free screening at the Boulder Public Library.


Introduction by:
Karen Beeman, heirloom garlic farmer
– Weebee Farms

**Somm**

10.11.13

Friday, 7:00pm

A documentary that depicts the grueling process Master Sommelier candidates endure on their way to certification. (2012)

Video introduction by:
Bobby Stuckey, Master Sommelier and co-owner of Frasca Food and Wine

Panel discussion with John Lehndorff (moderator) and Master Sommeliers Sally Mohr, Wayne Belding, and Douglas Krenik to follow the film.

**Jadoo**

10.12.13

Saturday, 7:00pm

* 

A UK comedy about two estranged brothers who operate rival Indian restaurants on the same street. (2012)

Introduction by:
Manisha Pandit, food blogger at Indian Food Rocks! and cooking instructor at the Escoffier School of Culinary Arts

**Now, Forager**

10.13.13

Sunday, 2:00pm

U.S. drama that uses food as the backdrop for the relationship between a professional mushroom forager, who gathers it in the wild, and his wife, who prepares it in restaurants. (2012)

Introduction by:
Eric Skokan, chef and owner of Black Cat Farm-Table-Bistro and Bramble and Hare

**Make Hummus Not War**

10.13.13

Sunday, 7:00pm

A humorous Australian documentary about a hummus dispute in the Middle East. (2012)

A short film, *artisan baker*, about Maurizio Negrini, the master bread baker of Udi’s Artisan Bakery, will precede *Make Hummus Not War*. Bread and goat cheese courtesy of Udi’s Artisan Bakery and Haystack Mountain Goat Dairy.

Introduction by:
Una Morera, filmmaker: *artisan baker*

Wine Tasting at Bramble and Hare

10.10.13

Thursday, 6:30pm, $21

1970 13th Street, Boulder, CO

Maximum number of participants: 21

RSVP by calling 303.444.5500

In celebration of the first year of the IFS Food Film Festival and its showing of *Somm*, the Bramble and Hare is hosting a guided wine tasting.

The tasting will explore five excellent and distinctive wines that are available for $7-$15.

Guided by:
Julie Meyers, accredited sommelier – clink! educational wine events

---

**Hummus Throwdown at Shine Restaurant and Gathering Place**

10.13.13

Sunday, 4:00pm

Shine Restaurant and Gathering Place
2027 13th St, Boulder, CO
303.449.0120

A limited number of free tickets are available through online registration. For more information: www.chow-down.com

15 local Boulder restaurants, catering companies, and hummus makers will vie for the title of Best Boulder Hummus.

Contestants include: Arabesque, Cafe Aion, Hope Hummus, OAK at Fourteenth, Prasad Catering, Riffs, Savory Cuisines Catering, Shine, Udi’s, Volta, West Flanders, and Zeal. A panel of three Boulder judges (Dan Hayward, Owner of Savory Spice Shop - Boulder; Lynne Eppel, Publisher/Editor of “Edible Front Range”; Clay Fong, Dining Critic of the Boulder Daily Camera) will lend their expert noshing experience. Along with the judges’ choice, there will also be a popular vote.

Come out, taste the hummus, and let us know your favorite.

Presented by:
Local Table Tours

---

**EVENTS**

**IFS FOOD FILM FESTIVAL**

Prior to the screening of *Jadoo*, henna artists will be in the Muenzinger Auditorium lobby (5:45pm to 6:45pm). Savory Spice Shop - Boulder